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Andrew Faubert/ Matthew Blair/ Jared Gyorffy/ Duncan Alimchandani 

Metabolic Madness is a multiplayer competitive game where players compete to be 
the superior cell in a synthetic environment. The players gather resources and level in a skill 
tree to become the ultimate lifeform by eliminating every other player or sustaining max life 
total for a turn. The game encourages player interaction through attack each other through a 
wager system, bonus cards that can be used on each other to effect the outcome of the 
gameplay. There is an environment system that affects gameplay each turn, allowing the 
gamestate to change constantly and giving benefits or negatives to specific players. Each 
player is given a skill tree that that the players can use to level up their characters with 
resources that they collect each turn of the game. these resources which are represented by 
glucose in the game. Are collected and can be collected in greater numbers and exchanged for 
ATP which is the player's life total and currency. If the players ATP reaches 0 they lose the 
game.  
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Pre-Research:  
The first thing we did as a group was split off and conduct some individual research on the bio 
terms and how they could apply to a game. 
Duncan-Metabolic pathway- This is a sequence of chemical reactions that occur, creating a 
path to create energy. This includes making or degrading molecules. This is much like a level 
system in a game, where several sequential levels must be done to gain experience.  
Metabolic pathways are essentially chemical chain reactions that are used for processing 
various molecules. there are two uses for them. Breaking things down, and combining molecules 
to synthesize other molecules for future use. 
 
Duncan-Enzymes- Enzymes are proteins (large molecules) that allow for a non-favorable 
chemical reactions to occur. The protein is never "used up" but participates as a third person. 
Enzymes are much like magic cards in battle based games. Magic cards (in tandem with a 
character) are used to overcome a barrier such as battle points that are needed to defeat an 
enemy. In enzymes, overcoming an energy barrier is needed to complete the chemical 
reaction. The same as enzymes, different types of magic cards overcome this challenge in 
different ways. 
Enzymes are basically used to speed up chemical reactions. While enzymes are not often 
necessary for the chemical reactions, they are necessary in order for the chemical reactions to 
be completed fast enough to sustain life. 
 
Jared-Cofactors- A cofactor is a "helper compound" for a reaction. This is used in tandem with 
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the enzymes in the pathways we are studying. This is similar to a "sidekick" that assists you 
with tasks. In this analogy the sidekick is usually giving you items to use or holding your stuff 
so you can complete the task.  
Cofactors, sometimes called co-enzymes assist in the biochemical processes that allows for 
metabolism. They are inorganic molecules often derived from vitamins and metallic ions such as 
magnesium, nickel, and zinc. Although co-factors are described as “helper molecules” they are 
actually required for the reaction to occur. Because of this they will likely have to fill the role of a 
requirement rather than a boon to the player. It’s possible that we will have to generalize 
cofactors down to a single universal card that can be used whenever a specific cofactor is 
needed (this game will be complex so we will need to simplify where we can).  Although, it 
would be interesting if players had the option to trade cofactors in order to progress (similar to 
resources in settlers of catan). If we choose to be specific we will have to contact the bio 
students about what cofactors we will need to include in our game.  
 
Matthew-Catalytic mechanisms- Catalytic mechanisms are the strategies that enzymes use in 
order to allow reactions. For example, enzymes may use metal elements such as iron to help 
hold molecules in place so the reaction can take place more efficiently. Again, different types 
of magic cards work in different ways to achieve battle victory.  
My Notes:  
A Catalytic mechanism is just something that causes the cell to easily reach an unstable reactionary 
state. Enzymes use them in order to reach this state and there are many different catalysts that they use.  
A Catalyst is a key element for cells with lower reaction rates. Room temperature in some cells causes no 
reaction because of a balance. With a catalyst the cell can be reactionary causing effects. A Catalyst 
reduces the energy required to reach the highest transitional state.  
Other catalysts will be consumed after use but an enzyme is not consumed upon use it becomes recycled 
and goes through many catalytic rounds. (A substrate is consumed on use)  
Metal ion Catalysts are catalysts that change the shielding and the stabilization. If it is a positive metal 
only negative charges can stabilize the composition. 
 
Matthew-Catalytic residues (amino acids)- Catalytic residues are amino acids found within 
the enzyme that help the reaction move forward. These residues in proteins are much like 
specific weapons that a game character may have. Using these weapons helps the character 
defeat enemies; much like amino acids help complete chemical reactions.  
Another catalyst that always resides in the enzyme. Enzymes have amino acids within them.  
It is the defining character of the enzyme like a knight has a sword and a mage has a staff 
although they are both heroes. 
 
Jared-Inhibitors- Inhibitors are molecules that stop or slow down a chemical reaction. This is 
done by affecting the protein or a substrate. For example, the compound malonate inhibits 
an enzyme in the krebs cycle, thus stopping the cycle. inhibitors are like a "negative" 
mechanic of a game that stops the individual's game play.  
Also known as Enzyme inhibitors , these are molecules that bind to an enzyme and reduce/stop 
its ability to react. This is not always a negative thing, but for the purposes of our game it 
probably should be. Inhibitors can be permanent (irreversible) or temporary (reversible). The 
most common use for enzyme inhibitors is to treat disease, but in our game they will be viewed 

 



 

as a debuff. It seems pretty rough to permanently disable a player, so we will probably want to 
stick to temporary inhibitors.  
Example: Alpha-glucosidase inhibitor: a group of drugs used to treat type 2 diabetes. The 
inhibitor binds to the active site of an enzyme and prevents it from completing a reaction. This 
prevents the breakdown of carbohydrates into simple sugars and consequently atp. This action 
is an example of competitive inhibition, and is reversible.  
 
Andrew-High energy compounds- These compounds have properties that when they go 
through a chemical reaction, a large amount of energy is released. This usually helps continue 
the pathway. These compound supply energy for non-favorable reactions even with the use 
of enzymes. This is like when you buy a large property in monopoly for a lot of money but get 
more rent money back that helps you purchase more property.... or pay off your dept.  
more or less high energy compounds are things such as ATP.  All known high-energy compounds 
contain either a phosphoryl group (High-Energy Compounds) or an acyl group. the reactivity of 
the compounds depend on the electrophilicity ( its affinity for electrons) 
 
Andrew-Substrates- Substrates are the beginning molecules before a reaction occurs. Being 
that these pathways we are working with feed other steps of the pathway, products are 
acting as substrates as well. Taking a Pokémon analogy, substrates are the Pokémon that  you 
start with at the beginning of the game. After the use of an enzyme the substrate has the 
ability to "evolve." Pokemon have the ability to evolve several times before reaching the 
"ultimate form". Substrates in a pathway are evolved into different molecules till they are 
unable to change anymore with the help of enzymes. Keeping in mind that the evolving 
process can create and use energy and other products.   
so it's stated that there can be more the one substrate depending on the enzyme. for the project 
i suggest we focus on what they say above to for the numbers. In some reactions, a 
single-reactant substrate is broken down into multiple products. In others, two substrates may 
come together to create one larger molecule. Two reactants might also enter a reaction, both 
become modified, and leave the reaction as two products. 
It also states that enzymes are specific to their substrates. some outside factors such as 
temperature effect the substrate reaction with the enzyme which plays nicely into the “global 
effects” we had talked about. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 



 

 
 
Design Criteria 
The starting criteria given to us by the BCHM students. We tried to follow as close to the 
restrictions provided, but we did make exceptions where it made better gameplay. 
   Initial Motivation 
• Educate future BCHM 3300 students (learning tool) 
• But… game is interesting enough to appeal to people outside of Biochemistry 

What is BCHM 3300?  
• Study of Metabolism and Bioenergetics 
• Look at the mechanisms employed in different metabolic pathways 
• For example – how our body metabolizes glucose to produce energy (Glycolysis) 

• What enzymes are used? 
• What catalytic mechanisms are used? 
• What are the important amino acid residues and what are their functions? 
• How is the energy transferred? 

Purpose of Game 
• Emphasize the interchangeability of concepts learned  
• Understand how these pathways work and how we can develop novel pathways  
• Example: how organisms function on Mars/in Space or how to design synthetic systems 

Things to consider: 
• Enzymes, cofactors, substrates, intermediates, catalytic residues (amino acids), catalytic 

mechanisms, inhibitors, environmental conditions (pH, salt conditions, temperature) 
Desired Audience 
• Grade 11 and up, primarily University students 
• Science audience 
• But… rule book detailed enough that anyone could play (to safeguard students from 

learning incorrectly)  
Objective of the Game 
• To win! 

Type of game 
• Board game (open to exploring digital format later) 
• Physically bring people together 
• 2-6 players 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 



 

 
 
 

Gameplay Assets or Mechanics 

Game assets: The physical components found in the box. 
ATP Counters: Twenty sided dice are used to track the amount of ATP a player has. All players 
start with 2 ATP, and gain additional ATP by attacking or doing metabolic reactions. There are 
six sets of 2 different colored dice, equalling out to 2 dice for each potential player. 
Glucose Tokens: The clear decorative marbles (flat) represent Glucose. At the start of each 
player's turn, that player receives a Glucose and can use that Glucose to create additional ATP 
or trade in three Glucose for a Bonus Card/Pickup Card. 
Upgrade Tokens: The blue decorative marbles (flat) are used to track Cell Upgrades. Each 
player starts with 6 Upgrade tokens, one for each of the purple tier spots on the Cell 
Upgrades/Skill Tree Playmat. When a player purchase an upgrade, they move the token from 
the purple square onto their desired upgrade. 
Combat Dice: Six sided dice are used to determine the outcome of combat. Each player rolls a 
dice and then adds any modifiers onto their roll. The highest roll wins. 
Player Tokens: Each player is represented by one of six different colored cells. Each cell has a 
body and a tail, each taking up exactly one hexagon on the board.  
Cell Upgrades/Skill Tree Playmat: Each player receives this at the beginning of the game. It 
has places for players to mark their upgrades, as well as place their Glucose Tokens and ATP 
Counters. It also has some extra information that helps players play the game without having 
to go to the instruction manual. 
Game Board: The board is setup as a symmetrical circle made of hexagons that represents a 
petri-dish. Players start on the outside of the circle and can move as they wish around the 
arena. Special spaces dictate different effects if the player ends their movement on them. 
Environment Cards: The environment deck presents players with ever-changing gameplay 
that ensures that no two games turn out the same. At the beginning of the Starting player's 
second turn, and each of that player's subsequent turns a new environment is flipped that 
affects how players are able to interact that turn. 

Event - Virus Cards: Virus cards are mixed into the Environment deck, but act 
differently than environment cards. When a virus card is flipped you follow the instructions 
on the card, and then flip the next card in order to determine the environment for that turn. 
Virus cards generally affect the player that is winning more than other players, and balance 
gameplay by stopping someone from running away with the game. 
Bonus Cards/Pickup Cards: Bonus/Pickup cards give players access to a variety of different 
effects that can be strategically used to advance themselves or hinder their opponents. 
Players receive these cards by ending their movement on a yellow square.  

Game Mechanics: 
Resource Collection: At the start of the game, each player receives one glucose at the 
beginning of their turn. Upgrades on the skill tree/Bonus Cards/Environment Cards allow the 
player to receive additional Glucose. 
Movement: At the start of the game, each player can only move one space per turn. Upgrades 
on the skill tree/Bonus Cards/Environment Cards allow the player to move additional spaces 

 



 

during their turn.  
Attacking: Any player can attack another player as long as they are on a space adjacent to 
them during their turn. To attack a player, first declare your intent to attack them and then 
choose an amount of ATP less than or equal to the amount of ATP you currently have. Both 
players then roll a six-sided dice, and add any combat modifiers they have onto the resulting 
roll. If the attacker has a higher roll, they steal the amount of ATP chosen at the beginning of 
the attack from the defending player. If the defender has the higher roll, the attacker loses 
ATP equal to the amount of ATP chosen at the beginning of the attack. In the event of a tie, 
both players re-roll. 
(Metabolic) Reactions: Players can spend resources in order to gain access to different 
resources. Reactions can be done any number of times during a player's turn, as long as that 
player has the necessary resources to do so. 
Glycolysis: By spending 2 ATP and a Glucose, players receive 4 ATP, resulting in a net gain of 2 
ATP. This is the primary way of obtaining ATP throughout the game. 
Gluconeogenesis: By spending 4 ATP, players receive a Glucose. This may seem 
counter-intuitive, but it allows players a way to protect themselves against virus cards by 
converting excess ATP as glucose.  
Skill Tree/Cell Upgrades: The skill tree (later changed to “cell upgrades”) was a concept that 
we latched onto early into development. It quickly became one of the defining features of the 
game. Probably the toughest part of the alpha process was balancing and changing the skill 
tree so that players would be encouraged to experiment and try out different upgrades. The 
skill tree went through at least 5 different iterations before we settled on something that we 
felt was balanced and fun. In the skill tree there are 4 different types of skills: Attacking(red), 
Defence(green), Production(orange), and Movement(blue). There is plenty of risk/reward 
style decisions that players have to make when choosing upgrades for their cell. 
Objective: Players win the game by either eliminating each other cell through attacking, or by 
collecting and maintaining 30 ATP for an entire turn cycle (starting on the end of the turn that 
they hit 30 ATP). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 



 

 
 

Version History 
Version 0.0 (pre-testing) 
Pre-testing we didn’t really know what the game was going to be. We had some ideas to use 
the metabolic pathways as the board, and have players move between them in order to gain 
resources. We knew from the start that we wanted to avoid roll and move gameplay, so we 
established that all players would get 1 movement a turn, and could obtain additional 
movement throughout the game. We also established the idea for Environment cards, which 
would change how the game played on a turn by turn basis, and bonus cards, which would 
give players advantages if obtained. Finally, we established a “reaction” system that would 
allow players the ability to convert glucose into ATP. Initially reactions were limited to one 
per turn, but this limit would be increased as the game progressed. 

Version 0.1 (March 24 2017) 
Our first official test was done on a makeshift board. It was roughly based off of the 
metabolic processes, but movement was not restricted as heavily as the actual pathways. The 
pathways interlocked into a pseudo-grid, and you could only change directions on a junction. 
We also tested our first version of a “skill tree” - a system that would allow players to spend 
ATP as currency in order to increase the abilities of their cell, similar to leveling up in a 
videogame. attack (red), defence (green), movement (blue), and production (orange). Attack 
grants boons to attacking other players, defence allow you to ward off attackers better, 
movement grants greater access to onboard resources, and production grants better access 
to glucose and ATP.  
What we learned from this playtest: the board had to be redesigned to be smaller; due to the 
low initial movement of cells, players had difficulty catching up to each other in order to attack. 
The skill tree also had some major imbalances, with production being far too powerful. 

Version 0.2 (March 27) 
In our second test we completely redesigned the board and the skill tree. For the board we 
moved towards the hexagonal spaces that became our final board. This is also the version 
that we figured out how to do attacking. To attack a player must be adjacent to another cell. 
You declare your intent to attack that player and then you each roll a 6-sided dice. After 
adding up any stat buffs (attack or defence), if the attacker has a higher roll, they steal the 
ATP equal to the difference between the two from the defending player.  
What we learned from this playtest: We can’t have players getting too much attack early, even 
+2 attack makes a player 88% likely to win any attack. We also decided that a flat rate would be 
better than the RNG that is finding the difference between dice rolls. Finally, we realized that we 
needed a mechanic that prevented players from moving back and forth onto the same space. 
We decided that we wanted to give cells tails for future playtest, and allow players to move in 
any direction except for the direction of their tail.  

Version 0.3 (March 30) 
Our fourth test we had a guest player come in and test with us, allowing for a five-player 
game. We used kinect pieces to represent the tails and body of the cell. This was also the first 
game that we used the decorative marbles to represent ATP and Glucose. Again we 
revamped the skill tree and adjusted how combat worked. This time, combat is done similarly 

 



 

to before, except you had to pay a 2 ATP to attack, and if you won you got 4 ATP. You could 
then “double down” and re-roll, in order to have the chance to steal twice as much. There 
was also spots on the skill tree that could increase the static amount you could increase. 
Additionally, we removed the limit on reactions and allowed players to do as many as they 
wanted.  
What we learned from this playtest: Because combat had been relatively weak in previous 
versions, this was an attempt to supercharge it and see what would happen. We definitely felt 
like it was necessary to make attackers pay some amount to attack (so that there was some risk 
associated with the action), but the “double down” system was far too powerful. Removing the 
limit on reactions was definitely the right move, and we decided to keep it for future versions 
because it sped up gameplay and made game feel less methodical. 

Version 0.3 (March 31) 
With the penny showcase looming around the corner we made some more quick balance 
changes to the skill tree, adding a new ability “conserve energy” that would allow a player to 
gain additional resources at the cost of skipping their movement. This was also the first 
playtest that we played with properly printed bonus cards and environment cards. Another 
exciting addition was the 3D Printed player pieces that Andrew created. Again we changed 
how combat worked, this time allowing players to pay an amount of ATP when attacking, and 
if successful, they gain twice that much ATP back.  
What we learned from this playtest: The ATP “bidding” system was far more successful than 
prior systems, but still had problems with being a little too powerful against the defending 
player. Paying even 2 ATP meant that the defending player would lose 4 if they lost the dice roll. 
However, the flexibility it gave players in the early and late game was worth looking further 
into. Plus this system had the most impact on gameplay, allowing players to come back from 
behind or “bet it all” in a chance to stay alive. As a group we decided that this was our first 
game that was actually fun rather than just being methodological, and that was definitely 
something to look further into. 

Version 0.4 (April 1) 
For our final playtest before the Penny showcase, we reprinted most of the game assets in 
full color. We rebalanced the skill tree one final time, adding a mirror to the “conserve 
energy” ability called “expend energy”. as you might expect this ability is the opposite of 
conserve energy and allows the player to skip collecting resources in exchange for greater 
movement. We determined the final combat system that made it into the game, which we 
call the “bidding” system. When an attack is made the attacking player “bids” an amount of 
ATP less than or equal to the amount of ATP they have. After the players roll, if the attackers 
is higher they steal the bid from the opponent, but if they lose they loose that amount of 
ATP.  
What we learned from this playtest: The new combat system worked great, and felt balanced 
towards both attackers and defenders. “Expend energy” also gave attackers a way to catch up 
to players who had invested in Movement and Production, but not Defence.  

Version 0.5 (April 1) Penny Showcase 
We did not make any new changes between the last test and the Penny Showcase. Overall 
the game was quite well received, and the games played went smoothly. 
What we learned from this playtest: One of the Bio students exploited a loophole in the wording 
of the rules. By using “conserve energy” on a yellow space, he was able to pick up a new 

 



 

bonus/pickup card every turn. This was definitely not intended and we have since amended the 
rules to prevent this from happening in the future. 

 
 
Version 1.0 (April 10) Final Release 
After public testing we did not make any new sweeping gameplay changes for our final 
product. We had the game in a state that was exciting and challenging, so we decided that we 
weren’t going to change it in case we upset this. Instead over the week of April 2-9, we 
focused on updating our aesthetics, re-wording text to be more understandable/functional, 
and producing game assets for our final submission. 
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